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An over view of SDG’s 

The global community, after dedicated and consistent efforts over the last year, has 
developed an agenda that promises to address the concerns of human development for all 
while ensuring the health of the planet and its ecosystems. In September 2015, the post 2015 
UN Development Agenda, comprising of 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and 169 
interlinked Targets within these Goals will be adopted, replacing the Millennium 
Development Goals (MDGs). 
 
In line with these SDG‟s an effort was made by the BBA department to conduct FDP from 
3rd December to 17th December. The aim was to impart knowledge to all the faculty 
members about these goals and to discuss researchable areas related to these goals. The 
details of the sessions have been captured in the report. 
 

G 1: No Poverty & SDG 2: Zero Hunger. 
By  

Dr. Shruti Bhutani (3/12/2018) 

(Assistant Professor) 

 

Dr. Bhutani spoke about two goals i.e. ending poverty and zero hunger. As far as End poverty 
is concerned, the SDGs are a bold commitment to finish what we started, and end poverty in 
all forms and dimensions by 2030. This involves targeting the most vulnerable, increasing 
access to basic resources and services, and supporting communities affected by conflict and 
climate-related disasters. Actions taken by current government to eradicate poverty Swachh 
Bharat Mission, Ujjawala Yojna , The MUDRA Yojna. 

 Zero Hunger: Globally, the proportion of undernourished people in developing regions has 
fallen by almost half since 1990, from 23.3% in 1990-1992 to 12.9% in 2014-2016. As per 
FAO estimates, 2017 saw the third consecutive rise in world hunger, with the absolute 
number of undernourished people i.e. those facing chronic food deprivation increasing to 821 
million. Action that can be taken to solve the problem of Hunger: Fighting for the food waste 
etc. Some of the Suggested Research Topics include: Awareness of the missions such 
as swacch bharat,ujwala yojna,mudra yojana among people etc. 



SDG 4: Quality Education & SDG 5: Gender Equality 
By  

Dr. Sartaj Khera (4/12/2018) 

(Assistant Professor) 

 

Dr. Sartaj Khera gave an overview on the two sustainable goals. She spoke on quality 
education giving facts about the world facing an alarming education crisis. Only 1 in 12 
young people in low-income countries are on track to gain secondary level skills. Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDGs) aim to secure leader-level political commitment to the social, 
political and economic importance of investing in a full cycle of quality early-childhood, 
primary and secondary education. A video was shown to the faculty members on Malala 
Yousafzai (UN Messenger of Peace) "Financing the Future: Education 2030". A few topics 
were proposed topics for research for instance: Discrepancy between the number of schools 
and teachers visa vis population growth etc.  

The next goal discussed was Gender equality. The growing problem of gender inequality was 
highlighted with emphasis on need to provide women and girls with equal access to 
education, health care, decent work, and representation in political and economic decision-
making processes. This will fuel sustainable economies and benefit societies and humanity at 
large. 
The presentation ended on proposed topics of research like Discrimination and violence 
against women and girls in India etc.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



SDG 11:  Sustainable Cities and Consumption 
by 

Dr. Satish Kumar Dogra  (5/12/2018) 
(Professor & Registrar) 

 

 
 

Dr. Dogra spoke on sustainable or eco cities. They are defined as cities which reduce the 
inputs of energy, water and food and also reduce the outputs of heat, water and air pollution. 
These cities have the consideration for social, economic, environmental impact and resilient 
habitat for existing populations, without compromising the ability of future generations to 
experience the same. The governments struggle to accommodate the rising population in the 
cities. Making cities safe and sustainable means ensuring access to safe and affordable 
housing, and upgrading slum settlements. 
The most important advantage of a sustainable city is that it follows such a development path 
that allows for an integral and long-term development without compromising future 
generations. By promoting sustainable development, cities become healthy, viable 
communities for citizens. A good quality of life, natural open spaces, reduced waste, equality, 
access, lower crime, sense of community, clean air and water quality, and environmental 
diversity are just a few beneficial characteristics of sustainable cities. The most important 
advantage of a sustainable city is that it follows such a development path that allows for an 
integral and long-term development without compromising future generations.  
 
There is also a need to ensure sustainable consumption and production patterns. This includes 
educating consumers on sustainable consumption and lifestyles, providing them with 
adequate information through standards and labels and engaging in sustainable public 
procurement, among others. The case for sustainable urban development can be made in 
terms of inter-linked economic, social, and environmental benefits. Economically the benefits 
include agglomeration economies, lower infrastructure costs and reduced congestion cost 
while reducing carbon emissions and other environmental pressure. 
 
Environmental science is all about finding ways to live more sustainably, which means using 
resources today in a way that maintains their supplies for the future. Environmental 
sustainability doesn‟t mean living without luxuries but rather being aware of your resource 
consumption and reducing unnecessary waste. For this we must Reduce household energy 



use, eat locally, plant seeds, recycle, resell and donate items, save water, rely less on cars and 
purchase fair-trade products. 
In order to understand the concept of Sustainable Cities and Consumption, we can undertake, 
through our students, the research in the following areas: 
 
1. Solid waste disposal methods in Delhi and their efficiency.  
2. Reasons for heavy migration to Delhi from neighboring states: Ways to reduce migration. 
3. Factors for growing slums in Delhi and their role in making the Delhi city dirtier.   
4. NGOs educating the people of Delhi for ill-effects of pollution. 
5. Ways to make Delhi a smart city. 
6. Green buildings in Delhi & how to develop more such buildings. Why? 
7. How to create more urban forestry to tackle pollution in Delhi.  
 

SDG 12: Sustainable Production and Consumption 

By  

Ms. Anu Bhardwaj (6/12/2018) 

(Assistant Professor & Programme coordinator)  

 

Ms. Anu Bhardwaj, presented her views on Sustainable Development Goal 12: Sustainable 
Production and Consumption. She explained both terms as:  Sustainable Production is the 
creation of goods and services using processes and systems that are: non-polluting, 
conserving of energy and natural resources, economically viable, Safe and healthful for 
workers, communities and consumers and Sustainable consumption is the use of products and 
services that have a minimal impact on the environment so future generations can meet their 
needs.  Countries are committed to make fundamental changes in the way that their societies 
produce and consume goods and services. She added that Governments, international 
organizations, the business sector and other non-state actors and individuals must contribute 
to changing unsustainable consumption and production patterns, including through the 
mobilization, from all sources, of financial and technical assistance. She also proposed some 
research areas under this theme. Some of them are waste management, pollution, sustainable 
tourism, alternate energy sources, sensible consumption, educating people for sustainable 
production and consumption and including in countries education policy. 



SDG 8-Decent Work and Economic Growth 

By 

Mr. Vipul Singh (7/12/2018 & 10/12/2018) 

(Assistant Professor) 

 

Mr. Singh explained that according to the UN: Roughly half the world‟s population still lives 
on the equivalent of about US$2 a day. And in too many places, having a job doesn‟t 
guarantee the ability to escape from poverty. This slow and uneven progress requires us to 
rethink and retool our economic and social policies aimed at eradicating poverty. 

The UN has defined 12 Targets and 17 Indicators for SDG 8. Targets specify the goals and 
Indicators represent the metrics by which the world aims to track whether these Targets are 
achieved. Below we quote the original text of all Targets and show the data on the agreed 
Indicators. 

Target 8.1: Sustainable Economic Growth 

Sustain per capita economic growth in accordance with national circumstances and, in 
particular, at least 7 per cent gross domestic product growth per annum in the least developed 
countries. 

Target 8.2: Diversify, innovate and upgrade for economic productivity 

Achieve higher levels of economic productivity through diversification, technological 
upgrading and innovation, including through a focus on high-value added and labour-
intensive sectors. 

Target 8.3: Promote policies to support job creation and growing enterprises 

Promote development-oriented policies that support productive activities, decent job creation, 
entrepreneurship, creativity and innovation, and encourage the formalization and growth of 
micro-, small- and medium-sized enterprises, including through access to financial services. 

Target 8.4: Improve resource efficiency in consumption and production 



Improve progressively, through 2030, global resource efficiency in consumption and 
production and endeavour to decouple economic growth from environmental degradation, in 
accordance with the 10‑Year Framework of Programmes on Sustainable Consumption and 
Production, with developed countries taking the lead. 

Target 8.5: Full employment and decent work with equal pay 

By 2030, achieve full and productive employment and decent work for all women and men, 
including for young people and persons with disabilities, and equal pay for work of equal 
value. 

Target 8.7: End modern slavery, trafficking, and child labour 

Take immediate and effective measures to eradicate forced labour, end modern slavery and 
human trafficking and secure the prohibition and elimination of the worst forms of child 
labour, including recruitment and use of child soldiers, and by 2025 end child labour in all its 
forms. 

Target 8.8: Protect labour rights and promote safe working environments 

Protect labour rights and promote safe and secure working environments for all workers, 
including migrant workers, in particular women migrants, and those in precarious 
employment. 

Target 8.9: Promote beneficial and sustainable tourism 

By 2030, devise and implement policies to promote sustainable tourism that creates jobs and 
promotes local culture and products. 

Target 8.10: Universal access to banking, insurance and financial services 

Strengthen the capacity of domestic financial institutions to encourage and expand access to 
banking, insurance and financial services for all. 

Target 8.A: Increase aid for trade support 

Increase Aid for Trade support for developing countries, in particular least developed 
countries, including through the Enhanced Integrated Framework for Trade-related Technical 
Assistance to Least Developed Countries. 

Target 8.B: Develop a global youth employment strategy: By 2020, develop and 
operationalize a global strategy for youth employment and implement the Global Jobs Pact of 
the International Labour Organization. 

  



SDG 17: Strengthen the Means of Implementation and Revitalize the Global 
Partnership for Sustainable Development 

By  

Dr. Ashok Sharma (11/12/2018) 

(Associate Professor& Programme coordinator)  

Dr. Sharma spoke on how a successful sustainable development agenda requires partnerships 
between governments, the private sector and civil society. These inclusive partnerships built 
upon principles and values, a shared vision, and shared goals that place people and the planet 
at the centre, are needed at the global, regional, national and local level. The following are the 
targets to achieve this goal: Finance; Technology; Capacity building; Trade; Policy and 
institutional coherence; Multi-stakeholder partnerships and Data, monitoring and 
accountability. 

SDG 14: Life Below Water & SDG 15: Life On Land 

By  
 Ms. Divya Gupta (12/12/2018) 

(Assistant Professor) 

 

Ms Divya Gupta spoke on life below water and life on land. The world‟s oceans – their 
temperature, chemistry, currents and life – drive global systems that make the Earth habitable 
for humankind. Our rainwater, drinking water, weather, climate, coastlines, much of our 
food, and even the oxygen in the air we breathe, are all ultimately provided and regulated by 
the sea. Careful management of this essential global resource is a key feature of a sustainable 
future. Marine protected areas need to be effectively managed and well-resourced and 
regulations need to be put in place to reduce overfishing, marine pollution and ocean 
acidification.  

LIFE ON LAND: Forests cover 30.7 per cent of the Earth‟s surface and, in addition to 
providing food security and shelter, they are key to combating climate change, protecting 



biodiversity and the homes of the indigenous population. By protecting forests, we will also 
be able to strengthen natural resource management and increase land productivity.  

 
SDG 7: Affordable and Clean Energy & SDG 8: Decent Work and Economic Growth 

By   

Dr. Himani Gupta (13/12/2018) 

(Associate Professor) 

 

 

Dr. Gupta spoke about sustainable development being the need of the hour. What can we do 
for our mother earth? From shifting our focus from the schedule put out for the day to 
actually getting into the shoes to work for development. Sun, a source for lifetime is one of 
the assets we could count on, then why not focus on the ways to use this resource efficiently. 
Even the wind that blows all day long, the breeze, it can also be a source which could help 
benefits poor. Windmills instilled near slums provide a constant energy supply to debruised 
areas. We have millions of cows in our country, cow dung is widely used for biogas 
production. The installation of pipes for biogas supply is working on a large scale to meet the 
needs of the poor. Another option could be becoming a technology freak. Nowadays 
technological advances are on the peak as we encounter a new automobile model and mobiles 
each day. Improving the communication facilities for the people unaware about this aspect of 
technology, innovating and creating jobs in call centres and other fields for the 
underprivileged can help a lot in making them cross the poverty barrier.  
  



SDG 13: Climate action and SDG 16: peace, justice and strong institutions 

                                                                      By  

Ms. Sanjana Aggarwal  (14/12/2018) 

(Assistant Professor) 
 

 

 

Ms Aggarwal spoke on climate action and peace, justice and strong institutions. There is a 
need for climate action as the year 2017 was one of the three warmest on record and was 1.1 
degrees Celsius above the pre-industrial period. An analysis by the World Meteorological 
Organization shows that the five-year average global temperature from 2013 to 2017 was also 
the highest on record. The world continues to experience rising sea levels, extreme weather 
conditions (the North Atlantic hurricane season was the costliest ever recorded) and 
increasing concentrations of greenhouse gases. This calls for urgent and accelerated action by 
countries as they implement their commitments to the Paris Agreement on Climate Change. 
SDG-16 is about promoting peaceful and inclusive societies for sustainable development 
provide access to justice for all and build effective, accountable and inclusive institutions at 
all levels. Reducing violent crime, sex trafficking, forced labour, and child abuse are clear 
global goals. SDG 16 also targets universal legal identity and birth rights, ensuring the right 
to a name and nationality, civil rights, recognition before the law, and access to justice and 
social services. With more than a quarter of children under 5 unregistered worldwide as of 
2015, about 1 in 5 countries will need to accelerate progress to achieve universal birth 
registration by 2030. 

  



SDG 3: Good Health And Wellbeing & SDG 6: Clean Water And Sanitation 
By 

Dr. Manisha Gupta (17/12/2018) 

(Assistant Professor) 

s 

Dr. Manisha Gupta taking a session on Good Health and Wellbeing. Clean Water, and 

Sanitation 

Dr. Gupta spoke of good health and well -being along with need for clean water and 

sanitation. 

Goal 3 "Ensure healthy lives and promote well-being for all at all ages". By 2030, reduce the 

global maternal mortality ratio to less than 70 per 100,000 live births. By 2030, end 

preventable deaths of new born and children under 5 years of age, with all countries aiming 

reauce neonatal mortality to at least as low as 12 per 1,000 live births and under-5 

mortality to at least as low as 25 per 1,000 live births. Achieve universal health coverage, 
Cuding financial risk protection. access to quality essential health-care services and access 

to safe, effective, quality and alfordable essential medicines and vaccines for al. 

Goal 6: Ensure availability and sustainable management of water and sanitation tor all". By 

2050, achieve universal and cuuitable aceess to safe and affordable drinking wáler for all. By 
aive access to adequate and cquitable sanitation and hygiene tor ail and end open 

paying special attention to the necds of women and giris and nose in vulnerable 

SIuatons. Support and strenethen the participation of local communes in improving water 
and sanitation management. 

AS 
Head-Department of Mgmt. Studies Aa 

Director 
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REPORT of FDP on Data Analysis using open Source Statistical Package ‘R’. 

From 27thMay to 1st June’ 2019 at JIMS Vasant Kunj, New Delhi. 

 
A one week faculty development programme on “Data Analysis using open Source Statistical 
Package R ” was organized by Department of Management Studies of Jagnnath International 
Business School ,Vasant Kunj, New Delhi from 27th May to 1st June,2019.The FDP aimed 
to provide opportunities to faculty members, research scholars and post graduate students to 
enrich their teaching skills and research in the field of data analysis using statistical package 
“R”.   
 
The FDP was attended by 45 participants consisting of 15 internal faculties and 30 external 
participants from different institutes like Delhi University, Delhi Technical University , 
Amity University, K.R. Mangalam University, Vivekanand Institute of Management Studies, 
Lalita Devi Institute of Management Studies, GL Bajaj Institute of Management and 
Research , Junior Research Fellows from DRDO, New Delhi.  
 

Inaugural Session 

The inaugural  session began by inviting Dr.Soumen Pal , Guest Speaker of the day, 
Dr.S.K.Dogra , Registrar, JIMS and Dr.Nidhi Gupta, HOD-Department of Management 
Studies ,JIMS on the stage followed by a short introduction of the FDP topic. Thereafter the 
guests along with Registrar and HOD-Department of Management Studies were welcomed 
with planters. 

 

Dr. Soumen Pal (Guest Speaker) , Dr.S.K.Dogra (Registrar, JIMS,VK) and Dr. Nidhi 

Gupta(HOD-Department of Management Studies , JIMS ,VK) 

 

student
Rectangle



 
 

  

Welcoming Dr.Soumen Pal and Dr.S.K.Dogra with planter 

 

Dr. Soumen Pal, Dr.S.K.Dogra and Dr.Nidhi Gupta lighting the ceremonial lamp. 

Welcome Address by Dr. S.K. Dogra, Registrar, JIMS, Vasant Kunj 

  

                       Dr. S.K .Dogra addressing the participants 

 



 
 

Dr S.K.Dogra extended a warm welcome to the Chief Guest and participants through his 
welcome address. He gave a short introduction of the topic of the FDP and statistical package 
“R” used in analyzing data. 

 He emphasized that economy of every country is data driven and there are lots and lots of 
data which get collected in Census conducted every 10 years in India .He also stated that 
during the election time, several data at several levels of state to district to locality gets 
collected. To analyze this data effectively there is a need to have an understanding about a 
powerful  software such as  “R “ 

He ended his note by extending his warm wishes to all the participants.  

Welcome address by Dr. Nidhi Gupta , HOD ,Department of Management Studies, 
JIMS ,VK 

 

                      Dr. Nidhi Gupta welcoming the participants. 

Dr.Nidhi Gupta started with a very enlightening and thought provoking quote “ The Capacity 
to learn is a gift ,the ability to learn is a skill, the willingness to learn is a choice”. She talked 
about the structure of 6 days FDP being framed in a manner that would benefit both the basic 
research work as well as advanced research work. She thanked the entire team of faculties for 
their invaluable efforts and willingness to contribute beyond their comfort zone to make the 
FDP a success.   

She wished all the participants a happy learning. 

1st Day of FDP (27/05/2019)  

Dr. Soumen Pal , (Resource Person) 

Dr .Soumen Pal has done his PhD in Agricultural Statistics from Bidhan Chandra Krishi 
Vishvidyalaya ,West Bengal. He is currently working as a scientist with Division of 
Computer Application at ICAR-Indian Agricultural Statistics Research Institute, Pusa. 

 



 
 

 

Dr. Soumen Pal delivering lecture. 

Dr.Soumen Pal  spoke on “R”  as a programming language and software environment for 
statistical analysis, graphics representation and reporting. He told that R was created by Ross 
Ihaka and Robert Gentleman at the University of Auckland, New Zealand, and is currently 
developed by the R Development Core Team. He also told that R is freely available under the 
GNU General Public License, and pre-compiled binary versions are provided for various 
operating systems like Linux, Windows and Mac.  

In this session the participants were taught about the different data types and their uses in R. 
He demonstrated the export and import of data and gave brief about different functions in R . 
He also gave an overview of basic statistical tools such as mean ,median ,mode ,standard 
deviation ,skewness and kurtosis. 

 

2nd Day of FDP (28/5/2019) 

Dr.Kaustav Aditya, (Resource Person) 

Dr. Kaustav Aditya is a scientist working with Division of Sample Surveys at ICAR-Indian 
Agricultural Statistics Research Institute, Pusa New Delhi. He has handled several projects as 
a principal investigator and principal co –investigator .Some of the renowned projects are 
Small Area Estimation for Skewed Data, A Study on Calibration Estimators of Finite 
Population Total for Two Stage Sampling Design, Pilot Study for Estimation of Seed, Feed 
and Wastage Ratios of Major Food Gains (Sponsored by Central Statistical office 
(CSO),MOSPI, Govt. of India) etc.  

 



 
 

 

Dr.Kaustav Aditya delivering lecture 

 

Dr.Kaustav Aditya delivered an informative lecture on “ Exploratory Data Analysis and its 
application in software R”. He spoke about the parametric and non parametric test and their 
relevance. He explained the different test of significance based on Z , t ,Chi Square and F 
Distributions along with their applications. He also gave a hand on experience of these tests 
using the software R.  He taught how to create graphs of the given data and to conduct the 
normality test on it. He also taught how to impute the missing data.  

 

3rd Day of FDP (29/5/2019) 

Dr. Ranjit Paul, (Resource Person) 

Dr.Ranjit Paul has done his PhD in Agriculture Statistics from Indian Agricultural Statistics 
Research Institute. He is also a NET qualified with JRF in Mathematical Science. He was 
awarded Young Scientist Award by Society for Applications of Statistics in Agriculture and 
Allied Sciences (SASAA) in March 2016.He has received several awards and academic 
honors and is currently working as a scientist with Indian Agricultural Statistics Research 
Institute (IASRI). He has been elected as Fellow of National Academy of Agricultural 
Sciences since 1st January 2018. 

 

                     Dr. Ranjit Paul delivering lecture 



 
 

 

Dr.Ranjit Paul began the day three of FDP by explaining the difference between the statistical 
model and mathematical model. He explained the different steps in modeling, viz. 
identification, estimation, validation and prediction. In this session the participants were 
skilled with the concept of correlation analysis followed by regression analysis. He also gave 
the list of assumptions in regression model. He demonstrated the method of fitting a model by 
forward, backward, Stepwise (a combination of forward and backward) .He also gave a brief 
about the packages developed by him. 

4th  Day of FDP (30/5/2019) 

Dr. Ranjit Paul, (Resource Person) 

  

Dr. Ranjit Paul delivering lecture 

Dr.Ranjit Paul started the session on the fourth day by explaining the concept of estimations 
and validations in detail. He elaborated how to carry out estimations and validations using R. 

He gave an overview of the Time Series and the application of ARIMA model ,the 
parameters used and assumptions made by the model. He has also explained how to fit an 
ARIMA model to data and use it to make forecasts. Further , he elucidated the concept of 
logistic regression where the dependent variable is nominal and the independent variables are 
continuous. He has also thrown the light on the conceptual model of ANOVA . 

The session came to an end with the clarification of doubts of each and every participant for 
better understanding and hand on experience of the software. 

 

5th Day of FDP (31/5/2019) 

Dr. Himadri Shekhar Roy, (Resource Person) 

Dr. Himadri Shekhar Roy is working as a scientist  with Division of Statistical Genetics, 
Indian Agricultural Statistics Research Institute, Pusa, New Delhi since October, 2016 .He 
has done his PhD in Agricultural Statistics from Indian Agricultural Research Institute, New 
Delhi. He is currently working a Principal Investigator on several projects. He has 
publications in several national and international journals to his credit.   



 
 

   

Dr. Himadri Shekhar Roy delivering lecture 

                                      

Dr. Himadri Shekhar Roy started session with the explanation of the concept parametric and 
non parametric test.  Under the parametric test he covered the topics such  as Z-test, t test 
,One way ANOVA while under non parametric test the topics covered were as follows 
Wilcoxon Rank Sum Test, Kruskal –Wallis ,H test ,Kolmogorov, Smirnov test etc. In this 
session participants gained hands on experience of these test on software R. He demonstrated 
the application of Cluster Analysis under the purview of Multivariate Data analysis. 

 

6th Day of FDP (1/6/2019) 

Dr.Mrinmoy, (Resource Person) 

Dr.Mrinmoy Roy has completed his PhD from Indian Agricultural Research Institute, New 
Delhi , in Agricultural Statistic. He is currently working as a scientist with Indian 
Agricultural Statistics Research Institute, Pusa, New Delhi. He is also an Advisory committee 
member of M.Sc. and Ph.D. students of PG School at IARI .His areas of research interests 
include Statistical and Time Series modeling, Technology Forecasting, Machine Learning, 
Bootstrap etc. He has publications in several national and international journals to his credit.   

  
Dr. Mrinmoy Ray delivering lecture 

Dr. Mrinmoy Ray commenced the session introducing the topic SEM. He explained the 
widespread application of SEM in the present times. He clarified how the relationships shown 
in the SEM model represented the hypotheses of the researcher. He elaborated upon the use 



 
 

of Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA). The concept of reliability and validity was explained 
in a very simple manner to have an understanding of its application in the preliminary stage 
of research. He has also thrown light on the topic such as Mediation in SEM. 

 

VALEDICTORY SESSION: 

The honourable personalities present in this occasion were Dr.Mrinmoy Roy ,resource 
person; Dr.S.K.Dogra Registrar JIMS ,VK; Dr. Nidhi Gupta , HOD ,Department of 
Management Studies, JIMS ,VK and Dr Himani Gupta ,Convener of FDP . 

Dr.S.K.Dogra summarized the program and appreciated all the speakers , participants and the 
department for organizing FDP . The program was ended with vote of thanks by Dr.Himani 
Gupta and distribution of participation certificate to all the participants by Dr.S.K.Dogra and 
Dr.Nidhi Gupta.  

  

  

Certificate Distribution to participants 

OUTCOME : 

All the sessions were very much informative. The discussed areas were of great benefit to the 
participants as the topics match with the current research domain. Participants were 
enlightened with the most updated software R used in the research in the present times. This 
in turn would help in enhancing the quality of research.  
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Changing Paradigms in leachin 
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1 May 2018 
Sessien DAY 1 11 May, 2018 

Sessienll DAY 2 12 May. 2018 
S sSsion 

ieer Johrt r. Vitay S. lodha 

2t uator, wite, lyricis, advertising Dr. Neeru lohri, Head, Department of Communication Studies 

ake soke on the togK Dynams of spoke on the topic Report Writing and Documentation" 
He shared his experiences on how creatvty She started her sesson with showing of smal fim based 

Mr. Viay S loha eminent wrte. protographer and fim 

maker spoke on the topic "Cribczi Apprecation of Cinema 

sa Text. Dscourse and Narrative". Mr. ibdha heiped the 
partiopants to understand the language naative and 

diferent critical apprcaches of cinema through examples trom 

ct lead to scess and innovations He on compilation of photographs based on a research project. 
ins o* comunkcation works ranging trom She elaborated on the importance of documentation as a 

ce to maing of a big budget fiäm requires reterence point fox exploring and showcasing the work done 

sc be culkrvated by being focused and by any depertment/organization. It is important to document 
Nwor by dong research and expioring the al the events /activilies done by the department which can 

He esborated t through à quote by Buddha be referred at any point of time. 

egatres honey 
ongwith Ms Rumadas GupBa also taaked 

India as weli s worid cinema The exampies included 1915 

American sient epic drama fim The Brth of a Nation' directed 

by OW. Gnfth Anerican mystery drama fim by Orson Weles 

Citizen Kane (941) Nation francis Ford Copcola's The 
Godfather' (1972) and Ramesh sippy's Shodey. Amencan 

satirical western comedy fim Blazing Saddles' (1974) to 

name a few. He disaussed the famous Baptism scene where 

the war between the rival group and the complete victory 

so communcation through his outstandin 

ms is ad coneptuakizer of the zward winning 

Uiqut eniightenment park near Pane- 
maya Mission He aso stressed upon the 

for the corleone family. He gave an example of Montage 
from the film 'Batleship Potemkin' (1925) to explained how a 

a curage. consstercy and observation which series of shots are edited into a sequence to create a powertul 
thngs to smpie mecthanism or carn convert 

Complex mechaesm He said" Never be 

otn and always try to beat-aut yourself" He 

impact He also talked about a sequence from the Fim The 

Good. The Bad and The Ugly. to bring in the debates around 

perspectives involved in the process of fiam production. The 
ses by quotbng Mari lwain that the "Key 

ece and ignorance." And we require only 
Ses/on engaged partiipants crtically and aesthetically with 
the film as a medium. 

our iwes and wori to carwe out a niche for 

jius 

ms Ims 
ums 
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14 May. 2018 
SBssieni DAY 3 14 May, 2018 

Sessien li DAY 4 15 May, 2018 

Session DAY 4 15h May, 2018 
Session i 

D. Ravi kK Char Dr Kiran ala 

In the frst session Dr. Kiran Bala Associate Professor, MS.D Sumit Narula Associate Professor. Amity Schoo ot 

Vasant Kun, spoke of the topic on "how to wnte a resesrch Communicaticn, Gwaior (MP) introduced the funekarientais 
aMar seranY OTRRSt àd ned Consutant D. Ravi K Dhar. Drector, SMS, Vasant Kuni spoke on the 

tet tapc o Fake News and Relevance of topic Sgnfcance of Language & iterature in Teaching 

tMadia Scrnanio'. Mt. Shankar discused Communication. He began his session by explaning the 

s nng orcuation of take news onine contextual meaning of language and ts essence in structured 

t 59th Us Presióentiai elections in 2016 teaching communication He stressed on understanding the 
Reerch Apency ORA) in Russia. He futher workable system of cornmunication which is based on vertba 

how the RA wdely exploted socal media j ether spoken or written, and non-verbal communication 
sFaeboo Twiter and Turmbir by spreading He co-related the language and iterature with the stage o 
d ronaganda in the garb of organic content ideetion- what. how and why. He explained Connotative and 

es of the then Repubalican candidate Donald Denolative' as signficant way of describing the meaningso 
sngy mesa iteracy has become the need of words He urther elaborated Connotative as broad display of 
nbat the evis of fake news The best way is to positve and negative relations that most words logicaly cary 

yau watch or read online from at least three to with them, whereas denotative refers to the accurate. truthful 

iede: sad M: Shankar and this habit shoud be defition of a word that can be tound in any vocabulary book 
g sudents wtho want to ne in media industry He emphasired on stylistie categories like formal informal 

am rationai and internationa agencies he slang coloquial and its implication in verbal communication. 

reah and impact of social media nowadays. He said that in teaching communication, language or lteracy 

chasileges iacing the new media, he said. learning is inseparable from literature and it's a responsibility 

neSs online ts about data Your data is being of a teacher to acknowledge and impart knowledge among 
being soid to big businesses. Data is the future | the students accordingly. He also touched upon discourse 

efety is very important"The riveting discaussion on democracy analysis and did crtical assesment on types 

of concentrated power conceived and practiced in various 

paper. Dr. &aka dsoussed bout the ditterences between a for writing bibiography and references tor the research prject 

TuTDer of research termS whxh ae siTiar to researth paper and acers digital era. He sard that a proper and approprate 

2 term paper, worting oaper. poster presentation articde and bioiography, reterences writing are big and iumportant task 

dissertation. She guided the participants about the structure for researchers. But today in digital ero. there are 3 nunber 

o' a research papet. She aiso taked about the ditferent stecs of scButions ike ORCID & CREATIVE COMMONS etc. Through 

involved in writing a paper. In the end of the session she this a researcher can casly manage this tough task with a few 

focused on the significane of tubhography and references in cicks He also emphasized on the citation of research work 

He saxd that today citation of published researth work is imore
a research paper. 

important than huge number of publication. While talking 

about the up-coming mid-age cnsIS for media educators and 

researchers he updated the partcipants about the need ot 

data joumaism, integrated marketing communication and 

digital media ecclogy 

contemporary nations 

He concluded by saying that it's the Literature that plays a 

pivotal roBe in developing supporting and sustaining literacy 

and language learning among the students, as its applicablity 

and meaningtfulness will result in their overal growth 

us. P 



EXPERTS 16 May, 2018 
Session! DAY 5 16h May, 2018 

Session Dr Ravi K. Dhar Shyam Banerjee 
Director, IMS. Vasant Kurj 

Writer, Composer and Conceptualizer 

Mr. Punit Singh 

Associate Professor, School of lournalism and Vice President, Strategy&Digilal Lategration, Mullenl.owe 

les. 1GNOU. spoke on the topic "Introduction Lintas Mr. Punit spoke on the topic Mr. Punit shared that 
hodologies". In this session she talked about there has been a massive change "Advertising Digital Age" in 

of research methodologies and provided | the media sector specifikally, online meda in the last 15 years 
a comprehensive overview of a range of that has contributed to the way we communicate today. Citing 
ms and methodologies. She talked about the examples Irom advertising campaigns of British Airways. 
Qualitative research methodologies at length | Share a Coke India & Pakistan, Donald Trump and TEAME 

he queries of the participants comparison tea etc, he said that "most of the advertising online is based 
ve and quantitative methods, triangulation on 'pull' rather than push' marketing strategies, partularly in 

Dr. RaviKDhar. Director JIMS Vasant Kunj, is Doctorate in 

English from the North-Eastern Hill University. Shillong and 
Shyam Banerji has been closely involved with the advertising Master of Journalism and Mass Communication from Himan 

and design industry for over three and a half decades. He has chal Pradesh University, Shimla. He started his career as a lec- 
Produced and direcied almost 50 short films and multimedia turer in English at North-Fastern Hil University, Shillong. He 

AVs and aclaimed for using photographic images creatively has taught English and Journalism at Punjab \gricultural Uni- 
as apowerful tool to tell stories. His work has taken him deepversity, Laudhiana and the Ethiopian Civil Services University 

th methods, research tools and techniques advertising, people do not remember facts, they remember 
stories". 

Sharing the mantra to make an ad go viral online, Mr. Punit 

highlighted a few key points to be kept in mind, quality of 
into diferent parls of india. His coffee table book Hindu Gods Addis Ababa. 
and Temples is an international bestseller. Shyam Banerji is also Dr. Dhar has published papers in English Literature, Educa- 
one of the Designer and Concepthualizers of the award winning tion and Mas Communication., apart from presenting papers 

Swanubhooti Vatika, a unique enlightenment park near Pune- in conerences at Stockholm, Bangkok and Chuncheon. He has 
Lonavala. Having worked with the Indian National Trust for Art published three books, Media in the Swirl (2012) in Mass Com- 
and Cultural Heritage, and the development sector in India hemunication, Indian Mainagement: Theory and Praciuce (2010) in 

has designed exhibitions and installations and is also closely as- Management and Orphans of the Storm, a novel. He ha: also 

content, based on hot trends, 100% shareable and use of 

emotional appeal. He also shared data from recent studies 
on the changes brought about in consumer-behaviour due 

to Internet and social media. He added that the digital era 

has added a cultural shift wherein people do not like human 
sociated with the audlo-visual and music industry. been awarded Poesie India Award for contribution to Peace and 

Understanding 
interaction anymore, "concepts of prime time TV with family

over dinner table have become extinct. Now with Internet 

enabled smartphones and tablets at, any hour of the day has 

Mr Punit Singh 
Vice President, Strategy& Digital Lategration. Dr Kiran Bala 
Mullenl.owe Lintas 

become an individual-specific prime time whenever you want" Asociate Professor,JIMS, Vasant Kuni 

S 

Dr Kiran Bala is an Associate PRofessor in Communicatiun Punit has over 12 years of experience in branding. marketing8 
and com.munications. working with some of the top brands 
and organisations, he has gained experience both 

nternational and domestic markets conceptualising and 

executing branding and marketing strategy, framework 
and campaigns. His work has been recognised at global, 
regional and national levels. 

Studies in New Delhi. HEr Doctoral work Journalisitic W rks 

of Khushwant Singh: An Anaylais of Themes and reatment is an 

important document in journalistic studies. As tar as her other
qualltikatnns are concerened she has done M.Sc (Mass Comm) 

.MA.( English). PGDBM and UGC (NET) 

jim 



EXPERTS EXPERTS 
Mr Vijay S Jodha 
Director, Author and Photographer 

Dr Sumit Narula Dr Kirron Bansal Mr Vishnu Shankar 
HO1- Director, Amity UNiversity. MP Asociate Professor, SOUNMS Journalist. Content Curator 

Mr. Vishnu Shankar chose journalism as his calling 29 yers 
Mr. Vijay Jodha has 25 years of experience in print and audio0 Dr Kiron Bansal. (Associate Professor, SOJNMS) has more 

than two decades of experience in media education and 
Dr Sumit Narula is an Ph.D. in Electronic Media and Conllict ago and has worked in TV, print, digital and radio news and 

infotainment in India and abroad. visual neia wvering wriung, fesearuh, iim and pholeraphy. 
He has produced four books and his projects have been show 

Resolution from Panjab University, Chandigarh. He is presently 

cased in galleries, museums and festivals worldwide. He stud 
ied hln inaking al New York University and has worked with He has got three masters and two Post-Graduate diplomas to 
directors Ang Lee and Mira Nar. His filums have been broadcast his credit. He is presently doing his D.Lit/ Post Dotorate in 
in over 200 countries and on 75 channels including Discovery. 

working as Director/Head of Instiution in Amity School of 
Communication Studies in Amity University, Madhya Pradesh. 

research. She joined IGNOU as Lecturer in Communication, 
Electrdnic Media Production Centre. Prior to that, she worked 
with the Centre for Women's Studies & Development (CWSD) 
BHU. 

He started his journalism with the Times of India, Delhi edi 
ion. His next call was BBC London, where he spent 12 years 
broadcasting aboul world afairs to South Asia and aboul South 
Astan allairs to the world. 

Social and Peace Building with special reference to India. He has 
published four books on Mass Communication/ 

ourmalism and several national and international research 

She has been involved in designing and developing academic 
programmes and conducting research and training activities on News in the 1995 before he went back to resume his duties at 

media and communication. She has launched an academic pro gramme- Post Graduate Diploma in Audio Programme Produc 

Hls exposure to TV, radio and internet at the BBC encour 
aged him to return to India brietly to set up BBC Hindi Tv PBS, BBC and CNN. 

Vays projecs have received over seventy honours in 24 papers in journals. He has also been to Dubai, Slovenia and 
countries incuding .K. Environment Film Fellowship Award; 

BBC World Service in 1998. 
Amsterdam for his research work and paper presentations. He 
is also been to UK, Leicester to attend the 2016 IAMCR Confer- 

In the new millennium, he returned to India and worked 
tion and is developing an MA in Journalism & Mass Commu 
nication (ODL). Her areas of specialisation are Media Research, 

Development Communication and Medla & Gender Studies. 

grants from premier institutions like Sundance, Euruvision, 

Tvs international and Gates Foundation. Two of his books and Cce on travel grant The core areas for his reicarch are New 
hree of his ilns are archived in the US. I.Jbrary of Congress; Media/Convergence Media, Media Research Print Media, Elec 

and his eight-year long pject sout ageing in India was listed tronic Media, etc. He is also the elected Board Member ACS 
in Limca Book of Records as India's biggest-ever social commu- 
nication project of its kind. Another project, on gender empow- 

erment has been archived at Open Society Archives (OSA) Bu- 

dapest - World's premier repository of archival holdings related 

to human rights. Indian Confederation of Non-Government 

with Zee News as an Editor successfully handling diverse 

responsibilities over a six year period. In 20%9, he joined 
NewsX as News Direcior and helped lend eihdency. prolex sionalism and a rencwcd focus on ncws to the ledgling Chan- 

She has been awarded four gold medals for her various aca- 
demic achievements, including the first gold medal for 

best rescarch paper by lIGNOU in 2004. She has presented re- 
search papers in various international conferences at Glasgow; 
UNESCO, Paris and Syracuse University, USA and has a 

number of publications to her credit in prestigious national 
and international journals 

representing Asia since 2012. He is also the Member 1SOC since 
2011, Member EROGMAS since 2009 and Member ISA since 

s etforts. 

In 2011, he decided to break out on his own as a media 

consultant collaborating with like-minded entities for solutions 
in the fields of content, media ethics and editorial training and 

advice on launching TV and digital platforms, especially news 
and infotainment channels both in India and abroad. He h4s 

2010.

He is also the invited Editor of the journal of the special 
ssue entiled: "Advertising and Public Relations: Challenges 

and Implications' to be issued in August 2016 organized by 
OMICS Group based in USA. He is also reviewer of AEJMC 
since 2010 and IAMCR since 2013. He ls also the Member of 

Organizations has honoured Vijay with Media Citizen Award 

for using media to facilitate social change. 
helped launch two TV channels in Africa - in South Africa and 
Rwanda - adviaing and trun 

His specialties are photography books and exhibitions; direct Editorial Board of International Research Journal of Journalism 
g and producing a vaniety of commercial and noncommercial/ and Mass Communication. He is also the Member of 
non proit oriented films and television programs tor theatn Editorial board of the journal SHIV SHAKTI INTERNA 
TCast and internal (nonbroadcast) purpases for media TIONAL JOURNAL IN MULTIDISCIPLINARY AND ACA 
companies, international organizations, corporate and non 
prulil buuie 

DEMIC RESEARCH (SSiJMAR) (ISSN 2278 5973)experi- 

enues ul rewnullalion in iji aler the decade uf military cuups. 
Parathasarathi currently serves on the Board of the Centre for 

Internet & Society (Bangalore), and on the International Advi- 
sory Board of the India Media Centre, University of Westmin- 
ster (London) 
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6. Ma Garima Malhotra Ms Jhimli Sarkar, Assistant Professor, 

Mr.Anish Saxena, Assistant Professor, BA(UMC) JIMS 
shared that his whole experience was "Awesome. 

He learned about many new facets of reserach and 

communictaion 

BA(IMC) JIMS shared that it was 
great learning for her professionally 

and academically. 

Assistant Profesor, BAUMC, JIMS, Vasant Kunj 

Dr. Neeru Johri , Head, Department of Communication7Ma Geetika Vashiahth 

Studies JMS Vasant Kiunj blends of mare than two decadesAsistant Professor, BAIMC), JIMS Vasant Kunj 
of experience both in academics and industr: She has done 

her Doctorate in Social Science from Ranch Univeniy, ost Asistant Profesor, BACIMC, JIMS, Vasant Kanj 
Ms Chhavi Bakaris 

Graduation in Madern Indian History from Delhi University 
and Post Graduate Diploma in Public Relations from Bhartiya 
Vidya Bhavan. 

She has taught at Department of Journalism and Mass Com- 

munication, Ranchi University, Mass Communication and Vid- 
co Production Department. St Xaviers College. Prubhat Khabar Asistant Professor, BLS Iostinute 
Institute of Media Studies and IGNOU, al in Ranchi. She was a 

Guest Faculty with Sri Krishna Institute of Public Administra 

Ms. Garlma Malhotra, Assistant Prafessor 
BAUMC) JIMS shared that this FDP was a great 

earning experience for me .l felt enriched in 

gaining knowledge on topics like digital marketing 

fundamentals of research and changing trends in news delivery. 
For me, each session of fdp was meaningful, interesting and 

Dr Harshwardhan, Assistant Professor 
BAUMC), BLS Institute 

shared that he gained tremendously 
from this FDPin terms of knowledge 
and skills regarding new trends in 

10. Mr Suahil Yat 

Asistant Professor BA(IMC. JIMS, Vasant Kunj 

IL Dr Harshwarsdhan 

communication. 
relevant in our current teaching scenario. 

12. Ms Shruti 

Ms. Shikha Kukreja, 'Assistant 
Professor, BAUMC), JIMS 
shared in the tield of academics. 

one has to be a keen learner and this 

FDP was a complete package of both 
theoritical and practical knowledge. The 
best thing about the FDP was, inter- 
disciplinany. I got an exposure to many 

tion, Ranchi. Assistant Professos Tecaia lInsltute Advanced Studies 
She also has experience of working in the social sector for 

more than a decade in area of Behavior Change Communica 
tion and Policy Formulation related to Maternal Child Health 
Nutrition and Delaying Age of Marriage in Jharkhand with both 

the Government and International Organizations like UNICE 
USAID, DFID, and Intra-health International. She has contrib- 

Ms Sanyogta Phogaat, Assistant Professor, 
BAUMC) JIMS shared that it as a fantastic 
experience for her. She is looking forward for more 
Such opportunities to hone her research skills. 

new areas which can be easily applied uted actively in designing of Training Modules on Life Skils for 
Adolescent Girls, Reproductive Health, Counseling, and Skilled during courseof my teaching learring Ms.Shrut Assistant Professor, BA(JMC) TIAS, 

ashared that she was benefitted from this FDP greatly 
and wil implement all newly learned skills in her 

teaching 

Birth Attendant. process 

She has also been a Compeer with AIR & Doordarshan. She 

's also a certuied Tralner in Genuine Contact Tralning Meth 
odology. 

Dr. Neeru Johr is also the Managing Fditor of Mass Commu- 
nicator, International Journal of Communication Studies. 

Mr Sunmy Gupta Assistant Professor, 
BAUMC), JIMS, shared that he has lot 
of new things during this FDP. During 
ns ror, a range ot activities that were 

perceived to help us in improving our 
professional skills those are vital for 
carrying out their teachinga s reserah in 
media education 

Me Chavi Bakarla, Assistant Professor, BA(UMC), 
JIMS, shared that it was great 
learning experience and gained new insights into 

subjects like advertisements and Digital marketing 

Ms Getka Vashishata, Assistant 
Professor, BAUMC), JIMS, 

Mr Sushil Yatl Assistant Professor, BA(UMC), JIMAS, 

The programme exposed us to various aspects of 
teaching paradigms and provideda comprehensive
of a range of research patterns & Methodologies. 

shared that attending FDP was an 
enriching exprience for me. It helped in 
understanding subjects like Advertis.ng 
and Research better. t encouraged me 
in improving my teaching skills and 

teaching pedagogy 
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DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNICATiON STUDIES 

FDP on "Changing Paradignms in Teaching Communication" 

11th to 16" May 2018 

Venue: JIMS Vasant Kunj 

15/05/2018 
Tuesday 

16/05/2018
Wednesday

11/05/2018 12/05/2018 14/05/2018

SI.No Name of Participant Friday Saturady Monday 

Dr. Neeru Johri 

2 Ms. Garima Malhotra 

3 Mr. Anish Saxena 

Ms. Sanyogita 
Choudhary 

Ms. Shikha Kukreja wot GI UATU 

6 Ms. Geetika Vashishata 
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